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Folds of Policy are stuck in the middle
NICK KHATTAR
STAFF CONTRIBUTOR

Even though Folds ofPolicy's third
album. Paradigm City, was funded
and produced entirely by the band,
you have to give it to them for sounding so manicured and polished.
These self-proclaimed "schizorockers" have put together an album with an interesting and varying
sound. The first song, "Great Slave
Lake," starts off with a rustic guitar
riff that fades into a repetitive highhat beat and with mellow vocals.
The single "Bright Lights, Big
Cities" is catchy but that could be
because it sounds like a Supertramp
song. It does come equipped with
some 70s rock guitar solo's that may
be its saving grace.
In general, the harder barnburners on the album aren't very moving.
They just sound a little too postgrunge for an indie band that labels
themselves "schizo."
"Schizo" suggest crazy and unpredictable. These songs, although
they do seem to move between
harder garage rock and folk country,
sound too familiar.
Vocalist Jon Landry's vocals
sound great when he lets them loose
and raspy. "I've Been Called Away" is
a beautiful duet with Jon Landry and
Jenny Wright. They sing a slow folk
ballad in front of an acoustic guitar
and harmonica, which captures the

moment of lonely romance.
"The Bear" is one of the few
harder songs on the album I really
enjoyed. Again Landry's voice here
seems less refined than the other
tracks. And as the song says "there
are forces at work that reasons can't
explain", that catch my attention.
Folds of Policy is definitely a talented group of fellows making some
good music, but it seems like they're
holding out on this album. It's as
though they are stuck between deciding if they want to be playing folk
rock or grungy, hard rock.
The songs that fall closer to either genre are great, but the others
are Jacking and uninspiring, and unfortunately, that's what takes shape
in this album.
Folds of Policy will be releasing
Paradigm City on Dec. 1 at The Seahorse Tavern.
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KATIE NATION
FASHION CONTRIBUTOR

At long last, the "it" bag, the biggest pimple on the face of fashion,
is beginning to shrink. After years of
relentless recurrence, the popularity
and production of the "it" bag is on
the decline. And I couldn't be happier.
The "it" bag is that one incredibly expensive and unattainable designer tote that for at least a week or
two, every celebrity and filthy rich
'trendsetter' feels is necessary to
own. It exploded in the 1990s and
was on a steady increase right up
until this year.
The bizarre obsession peaked
last March with the release of the
infamous $45,000 Louis Vuitton
"Tribute" patchwork bag - the most
expensive, and probably ugliest, bag
ever sold.
The bag is nothing but a hideous
reminder of every horrible bag and
its subsequent knockoffs that Louis
Vuitton has unleashed on the world
over the years, not to mention, probably the biggest mistake of designer
Marc jacobs' career.
Louis Vuitton only made twodozen of the "Tribute" bags, which
instantly sold out. But the public
criticism of the bag forced the fashion world to sit back and see the
Frankenstein's monster that its obsession had created. It's no wonder
that the presence of the "it" bag began to decrease from there on out.
Eric Wilson of The New York Times
writes that, "in some circles, status
bags have already become a punch
line" and really. it's been a long time
coming. The "it" bag represents that
insatiable need to validate ourselves
with what others can't afford, producing a sea of tasteless knockoffs in
its wake.
Now naturally, there's another
side of this hideously expensive coin
that shouldn't be forgotten in the "it"
bag aftermath: the bag itself.
The first "it" bags on the market

Expensive "it" bags are a tribute to
bad taste.
gained their legendary status because they were truly gorgeous and
versatile bags. It had nothing to do
with marketing, celebrity endorsement or snob appeal. These bags
were simply so beautiful that women
stopped caring that they were holding the same bag as their neighbour.
A perfect example of this is the
world's first real "it" bag: the legendary Birkin. Named after Jane Birkin
in 1984, the Hermes weekend tote
still maintains the celebrated status
it enjoyed in the 80s.
Status itself now plays a key role
in the bag's desirability, but initially
the Birkin gained popularity for its
beauty and craftsmanship. This concept is all but lost on the celebrity
trendsetters of today.
With this in mind, a truly beautiful, well-structured bag is an investment worth careful consideration.
No one should ever, ever be expected to spend $45,000 on a handbag.
but a good bag should be expected
to last a while and is usually worth
spending a bit of money on.
Above all, keep in mind that
personal taste is way more important than popularity. just because
Victoria Beckham can has it, doesn't
mean it's a bag worthy of your hardearned dime.
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The Medium Mood led the crowd into a chaotic frenzy at The Marquee Friday Nov. 23.

Between walls of sound
The Medium Mood's New Alarm goes off at The Marquee
ADAM MILLER
STAFF CONTRIBUTOR

Last Friday night at the Marquee
was a big night for local alt-rockers
The Medium Mood. Not only did
they release their brand-spanking
new album New Alarm, they also
provided a platform for some of the
most original and inspired indie music in Halifax.
The set-up of the bar was far different than the average night at the
Marquee. Audio engineer, Kristan
Moore, created a totally unique and
low-budget acoustic arrangement
with massive speakers strewn across
the walls creating a kind of ghetto
surround sound. This worked amazingly with the band selection for the
night, with opening acts i see rowboats, Play Guitar, and Tomcat Combat. They all hail from Nova Scotia,
and coincidentally all have incredibly powerful musical styles.
i see rowboats, a totally unique
folk-alt-rock band, flawlessly incorporated a variety of instruments into
their imaginative sound - including
a violin, cello, keyboard, and glockenspiel. At one point, these drumstick-toting madmen even attacked
chairs, walls and handrails.
Their sound wasn't too impressive at first, with a slow, dark, depressive and heavy use of string
instruments. But the vocal performances by front men Will Robinson

and Luke Fisher were reminiscent of
bands like Radiohead or Coldplay,
adding an intense emotional quality
to the music.
The incredibly versatile percussion skills of drummer Darcy Fraser
took the performance to a completely
different level. His ferociously intricate and fast-paced rhythms showcased the different styles of the band,
even though their performance was
cut short by time constraints.
The next local sensation to explode on stage was Play Guitar, an
unconventional trio who manage
to generate an intense energy from
their seemingly tame musical style.
Frontman Christian Simmons
accentuates the fluctuating tempos
of the rhythm section with the leering and wailing quality of his voice,
producing an almost psychedelic effect when combined with his tactful
guitar style.
The vibe from this band is very
Nova Scotian - performing one
song written about a shitty job in a
telemarketing company in Halifax
- and playing in cardigan sweaters
with Simmons sporting a beard that
would make Lincoln proud. This
band is the definition of easy listening, grass-roots Halifax in die rock.
The third and final opening act
was the passionate instrumental
powerhouse Tomcat Combat. The
wall of sound created by the guerilla
audio setup and forceful indie rock

sound was totally overwhelming.
Like the other bands, the powerful percussion section is what drove
the music, but the overpowering,
nonstop barrage of heavy instrumental jams attacking the senses
gave the effect of being underwater.
Russell Simco, a rambunctious
first-year science student, summed
up the erratic and unpredictable music: "It sounded like the soundtrack
to a date rape."
After a Jot of anticipation from
the crowd and taking forever to set
up, The Medium Mood took to the
stage with their violent and unrefined garage-rock. Abrasive lyrics
complimented a tight instrumental
backdrop that blasted through the
speakers.
They were the only band that
seemed hindered by the surroun4
sound experience. Piercing and unrefined vocal abilities overshadowed
their hard rock, like they were trying
to condense punk-rock lyrics into a
more accessible and popular format.
When they focused less on the
vocal assault, the cohesive style and
musical ability of the band came
through.
With the help of eerie synthesizer sounds with intense guitar-work,
The Medium Mood Jed the crowd
into a chaotic frenzy. They played
most of the songs off their new album New Alarm, which is definitely
worth checking out.
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